. Introduction Fix a prime number p and let Z p be a cyclic group of order p. We consider a pair (M, 0) consisting of a compact simply connected almost complex manifold M without boundary and a smooth Z p -action 0: Z P X M->M preserving the almost complex structure of M. We suppose that M is given an invariant Riemannian metric. If a(eM) is an isolated fixed point, then the induced action of Z p on the tangent space at a gives a complex Z p -module V a which has no trivial irreducible factor. Let f :
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Fix a prime number p and let Z p be a cyclic group of order p. We consider a pair (M, 0) consisting of a compact simply connected almost complex manifold M without boundary and a smooth Z p -action 0: Z P X M->M preserving the almost complex structure of M. We suppose that M is given an invariant Riemannian metric. If a(eM) is an isolated fixed point, then the induced action of Z p on the tangent space at a gives a complex Z p -module V a which has no trivial irreducible factor. Let f :
EZp-*BZ p be a universal principal Z p -bundle and let f (V tt ) : EZ p Xz p Va ->BZ P be the V 0 -bundle associated with ?. If a and b are isolated fixed points, we compare the cobordism Euler classes 0(f (V a )) and e(£ (V b )) which belong to the complex cobordism group MU* (BZ P ) of the classifying space BZ P of Z p . Let .PV be the universal formal group law over [15] . Let us write where a& tE MU~2 i , and
Let S denote the multiplicative set in MU* (BZ P ) consisting of cobordism
Euler classes e(g (V)), V the non trivial complex Z p -module, and let 1:
MU*(BZ P )-^S-1 MU^(BZ P )
be the canonical map [9] . In this paper we show the following
Theorem A. Assume that H l (BZ P \ {^(M)}) ^0 for !<>i<2n
-1 (cf. [4, p. 355]) , and J(a) =*(£( V B ) )/*(£( V 6 )). Then for any [14] , [17] , , 0]}, where the action 0 of Z p on a sphere S 2n+1 dC n+1 is defined by (j> (g,z) =pz, g a generator of Z p [6] , [11] . Kasparov in [13] showed that the weakly complex bordism class [5(Va) 
Landweber-Novikov operation S%, (0=£(Q)

S% (a) belongs to an ideal generated by x n and (py F (x) in MU* (BZ P ) , where xe($(L)) and L is the canonical one dimensional complex Z p -module with an action of Z p given by multiplication by p = exp (2ni/
p
]). & H : MU* (5°) -+H* (MU) is
the Hurewicz homomorphism which is injective [16] , Given x GE Aft/ * ( X)
Proposition 3. 1. Suppose that a finite CW-complex X has no torsion in its integral cohomology, then the Boardman map @ H is injective.
Proof. Since the cohomology of X has no torsion, the Thorn homomorphism is surjective. Suppose that y^n\ y^n\ •••, yff are the basis of /f n (X), then we can take uf* with ju(itf^ -y^\ The correspondence (cf. [5] ). We see Let &r(2 by*uf>) = 0, and we can derive inductively that &y(6j n) ) =0 and
For an n-dimensional complex vector bundle C over X, consider a X. We see
The map /:
and an embedding h: ) modulo
Q.E.D.
Let us consider the composite where i* is the Mf/^-homomorphism induced from the natural injection and $ is the natural isomorphism given in [5] . Now we shall prove the Kasparov theorem. SZ(x)=ff*-**f*0u(cZ(rJ) (cf. [14] , [17] ). (1) S% is natural. Suppose the result is proved for a)' whose length is less than the length of a). By using (2) It is pointed out by [9] that the canonical map ^: MU* (BZ P ) ->5 (BZ P ) with ^(.r) =j:/l has the kernel which is an ideal generated by . We then complete the proof. We consider the ideal 3? in MU* which is generated by p, a^p\
The Boardman map &": MU* (X)^(MU/\MU)* (X)=MU* (X) \_\_t l9
, "* which are coefficients of
We recall the following property of S pProposition 6.5 (cf. [9] ). Proof. Let y = Cu (7] ) be the cobordism first Chern class of the Hopf bundle fi over CP°°. It is known (cf. [14] , [17] By induction we complete the proof.
We shall give some information on isolated fixed points of Z 3 -actions. 
